Bringing 22nd Century Biofeedback To The Present

Every so often a major breakthrough occurs in human knowledge...something so revolutionary that it changes the face of an entire field of study. Einstein's theory of relativity was such a breakthrough in physics. Dmitri Mendeleev made a comparable contribution in chemistry when he created the first table of periodic elements. Today, we are looking at an equally revolutionary breakthrough in the field of Biofeedback. It is called The L.I.F.E. System (Living Information Forms Energy). If you would allow us a few minutes of your time, we would like to use this opportunity to introduce you to this new advancement in technology.
Actually, the root of energy medicine (which The L.I.F.E System is based upon) goes back to Ayurvedic Medicine, Shamanism, Acupuncture and other ancient healing disciplines. Unfortunately, orthodox medicine all too readily discounts the validity of these approaches because of the inability to replicate results in a scientific setting. Isn’t it interesting that Aristarchus of Samos had determined that the Earth revolved around the Sun and calculated the approximate distance between two bodies the size of the earth, in around 250 B.C.; some 1900 years before Galileo made his noteworthy discoveries! It took the invention of the telescope to validate Aristarchus’s work and even though the church diligently suppressed Galileo’s discoveries, the clerics eventually had to yield to the evidence that was now plainly observable by telescope.
History

In the field of medicine, there are a host of devices that have allowed us to measure and understand the subtle flow of energy through the body. Among these are the electroencephalograph (EEG), electrocardiograph (EKG), electromyograph (EMG), galvanic skin response meter (GSR), and numerous others.

The L.I.F.E System Technology Stands On A Foundation Of Scientific Breakthroughs

We are indebted to Niboyet, who discovered that acupuncture meridian nodes had a different resistance from surrounding skin. Voll discovered that each acupuncture point had a unique response when a small current was applied, and these variations were further influenced by their locations along the meridians. Burr found voltage potential variations in the energy field around living plants and animals, while Lakhovsky, Nodon and Crile were all pioneers in detecting the biological radiation field that surrounds all living organisms. In the 1970's Becker showed that living organisms propagate a D.C. electrical field, which alters, depending on whether cells are healthy or diseased. He also discovered that electrical current is conducted through the body along unknown channels that correspond in location to acupuncture meridians.

In the field of physics, Popp and his colleagues constructed a device which measured the electromagnetic energy radiating from body cells. They showed that each and every cell of the body possessed a resonant frequency of emitted electromagnetic waves, and each was capable of communicating with other cells using many different wavelengths.

Understanding the profound healing implications of all these developments, Morrell introduced bioelectric input signals to the body, which then processed the signals and transmitted outputs that differed discernibly depending upon whether they had passed through healthy or unhealthy tissues and organs. Healthy improvements were found to have occurred when the pathogenic signal was inverted and fed back.

Hulda Clark, refining the earlier work of others, based upon cellular resonance, was able to identify specific resonant waveforms of a broad variety of pathogens including moulds, bacteria, worms, mites and other parasites in order to develop specific signals that would actually break down the cell walls of these parasites, thereby destroying them.
Creation of the L.I.F.E System Technology

Following the developments of these pioneers, Chris Keser and Michael Slivinski combined their skills and experience to develop The L.I.F.E System. Having been a proponent of a similar device many years ago, they became disillusioned with the older technologies due to platform operating system instability and their inability to portray specific, quantifiable signals.

The use of sacred geometry and fractal imagery are integrated components of The L.I.F.E System. Fractal imagery is comparable to the individual resonant frequency of each and every single item in the universe. Each compound can be graphically illustrated by the fractal image. The implication of this is profound. With the L.I.F.E System; each and every item in the database has its own unique energetic waveform. Chris and Michael, along with the assistance of their research and support staff, uniquely experienced in signal generation, were able to distinctly measure and record thousands of individual resonant patterns and signals using an evoked potential biofeedback device.

The L.I.F.E. System records subtle, “reactive,” information or “stress potentials” provided by the client during the assessment procedure. The computer evaluates such responses, and then challenges the body’s own natural defense mechanisms by encouraging energetic balance and harmony.

Combining the elements of Biofeedback, Stress Reduction, Homeopaths, Electro Acupuncture, computer technology, and quantum physics, the L.I.F.E System has propelled Biofeedback technology a giant step forward into a non-invasive stress management tool. It works on the combined concepts of electromagnetics, sound, and light technologies, helping to reduce stress on the body caused by foods, toxins, the environment, genetics and lifestyle. The system then feeds back balancing impulses, based upon client responses.
HOW IT WORKS

The L.I.F.E System perceives the presence of a river of energy that connects every organ, every thought and every emotion. The flow or blockage of energy reflects a profound system of communication that demonstrates the body/mind intelligence. The L.I.F.E System seeks to create and integrate an environment of wellness, balance and harmony. The entire process is safe, gentle and non-invasive.

It begins by identifying the stresses on the body at the electro-magnetic level, caused by food, environment, genetics and lifestyle. Then it enables the practitioner to feed back information consonant with a non-stressed physical and emotional environment. This feedback process can be in the form of recommended balancing solutions found throughout the L.I.F.E. System. If stress is not resolved, symptoms appear. Imbalances usually begin at the cell level, progress to tissue and organ level, and may involve whole systems.

Stress may result from a large number of factors including:

- Thoughts of self-doubt that block perceptual awareness
- Nutritional deficiencies
- Inadequate intake of water or oxygen
- Toxic stress factors such as fungus, bacteria, viruses and chemical agents.
- The presence of heavy metals
- Prescription drugs or other synthetic compounds
- Geographic stressors such as parasites or allergens
- Genetic predisposition
- Bio-field contamination from radiation, microwaves and ELF’s

The System views all disturbances as an energetic imbalance. Every cell has an energetic pattern. Different cell types all have different energy patterns and transmissions as do healthy and dysfunctional cells. Each organ, each energy meridian, each chakra, each emotion, possesses a characteristic pattern – a distinctive, electromagnetic waveform. Physical, emotional, mental and spiritual dysfunctions disturb these energy patterns.

Balancing of the body’s subtle energy fields takes place through the introduction of light, sound, music and electromagnetic waveforms which combine to aide the body’s own healing mechanisms. When the body is provided with true, healthy energy patterns, the disruptive effects of long standing stress potentials may be reduced, thereby facilitating the natural healing processes.
**Bringing It All Together**

One of the key objectives that The L.I.F.E System has tackled is the need to de-energize unhealthy energy patterns by utilizing positive input to cancel negative, dysfunctional imprints. Utilizing a similar principal to the technology of noise cancellation in airport headphones, it is possible to nullify unhealthy patterns by introducing compatible waveforms. This gives us the ability to help normalize, balance, and aide the body’s own natural defence mechanisms. These methods are not restricted to external substances alone. The process includes mental and emotional components as well.

---

**Testing Process**

There are over 7000 items pre-programmed into the L.I.F.E. System test matrix. These substances encompass natural remedies, allergens, nutrients, tissue profiles, pathogens and emotions. Following the initial "stress potential" screening it is possible to apply feedback processes that encourage the body’s own natural defence mechanisms.

The L.I.F.E System delivers specific measureable and verifiable waveforms. Individuals who wish to verify the repeatability and reliability of these signals may do so with the assistance of an oscilloscope.

Technicians may pre-program their own set of waveforms in order to customize programs that will meet their own specific needs. These waveforms will be delivered to all 5 points of the harness system.
PERSONAL TEST MATRIX PANEL
Although the L.I.F.E System has its own pre-programmed test matrix, containing nearly 7000 substances, you can build your own personalized test matrix and reactivity panel using a selection of your own natural remedies and preparations.

Millions of samplings of each and every compound are systematically stored in memory, resulting in superior assessment capabilities. Each compound has its own energetic signature or algorithm. In addition, each item within the test matrix has its own fractal image, which is a computer generated graphic image of each individual waveform.

The technician can save the entire test matrix assessment for each and every client. Following the reactivity test, you may go back to any of the previous results in order to make comparisons. This can be done in real time for instant evaluation.

VIRTUAL OPERATION/METASPACE
The L.I.F.E. System has a built-in facility which allows it to be used without the harness. This subspace or radionic equivalent mode allows for distance procedures. It also offers an alternative for electrically sensitive clients and/or those with pacemakers.

FEEDBACK PROCESSES
The L.I.F.E System is an amazing resource for evaluating stress responses. All feedback processes are safe, and do not require the technician to make judgements based on the devices relative intensity (pressure) or duration (speed), as do most point probe devices.
**STRESS REDUCTION**
Modern life makes demands on each of us that lead to unprecedented levels of stress. Among its many consequences are:

- Under-performance
- Irritability and conflict
- High blood-pressure
- Insomnia
- Heart disease
- Relationship problems
- Lowered immune system

Reduce these symptoms with the L.I.F.E Systems Stress and muscle relaxation program, which:

- Increases wellness through awareness
- Improves performance
- Facilitates general health and wellbeing
- Recharges and relaxes

**PRACTITIONER APPLICATIONS**
The L.I.F.E System was developed with the objective of making it truly pan-disciplinary. Specific modalities are included for use by:

- Acupuncturists
- Alexander Technique Practitioners
- Allergists
- Biofeedback Specialists
- Chiropractors
- Cranio-Sacralists
- Dentists
- Feldenkrais Practitioners
- Heller Work Practitioners
- Herbalists
- Homeopaths
- Iridologists
- Kinesiologists
- Massage Therapists
- Medical Doctors
- Naturopaths
- Nutritionists
- Optometrists
- Osteopaths
- Personal Trainers
- Physical Therapists
- Pilates Instructors
- Psychologists
- Psychotherapists
- Quantum-Touch Practitioners
- Registered Nurses
- Reiki Practitioners
- Stress Management Specialists
- Vetinarians
- Yoga Teachers
**Enhances Operator Efficiency:**
No need to send your clients elsewhere for biofeedback stress testing. Doing them in-house keeps the profit where it belongs, in your practice. With the L.I.F.E. System, you can gain an immediate holistic overview of your client. Get results in an average time of 6 minutes instead of days or weeks. The L.I.F.E. System can often identify underlying areas of concern that would normally be missed by standard stress assessment protocols and therefore offers an insight into your client’s current state of wellness.

**Fast**
An average test time of 6 minutes and an average session time of about 1 hour.

**Simple And Easy To Use**
With an entire stress assessment center at your fingertips, you can expand your own skills many times over by learning more with each new client. The built-in on-screen manual offers explanations and definitions on every panel and page.

**Portable**
You just need the L.I.F.E. System device, and a laptop PC, which will you to assist clients anywhere – even at an exhibition booth.

**Safe**
All interactions are at normal body voltage and current ranges.

**Unbiased**
Unlike traditional point probe devices, the practitioner cannot consciously influence the test results.

**Whole Person Focus**
Communicates on the physical, emotional, mental and spiritual levels.

**In House Stress Testing**
Saves money and time.

**State of the Art**
The finest in energetic medicine.

**Regular Upgrades**
Periodic upgrades on easy-to-load CD’s or downloaded from Internet.

**Regular Training Seminars**
Comprehensive training and ongoing education program. Specialist seminars offered.

**Comprehensive User Manual**

**Tech Support Hotline**
Staffed by individuals, expert in device use.
*Monday thru Friday 9 to 5 pm EST*

**Expert Seminars**
By the inventors, trainers and other specialists.
Affordable
About half the cost of comparable devices.

Certification processes
CBT (Certified Biofeedback Technician) training is included with each purchase.

Simplicity
Operates in Windows XP or Vista format, from a P.C.
Effective use within days of purchase.

Easy Procedures
Simple pathways and auto-select feedback modalities.
In house stress testing: Avoids costly and time consuming outside testing.
Also provides an additional profit center for your practice.

Referral Program
Generous commissions paid to practitioners who refer new clients to us or demonstrate the device to interested parties.

Digital Interface
No conversion inaccuracies from digital to analogy converters.
The picture quality is like T.V.!

Web site Assistance
Assistance in spreading the word of your acquisition of the technology on your website.
View the L.I.F.E. Web site at www.life-sys.com

Practitioner Support Hotline
Staffed by experienced practitioners.

Dozens of Assessment, Feedback and Session Options
Dozens of Assessment choices
Thousands of feedback choices
Easy to use Graphic Interface
5-point Harness System
Four-color User Manual

Continuing Education
9-5 Technical Support
Advanced Training Seminars
Continuous Upgrades

Broker Support
Courteous Service
1-year Warranty
Broker Opportunities

Additional Support
Training & Support
User Manual (printed)
CBT training (included with purchase)
Technical Support
Periodic Upgrades (Hardware and software) A fee may be charged for major upgrades.
The L.I.F.E. System is affordable, portable, easy to learn and accurate! It is an ideal tool for helping to build or expand your practice.

L.I.F.E technology is being used world-wide by Doctors, Dentists, Naturopaths, Homeopaths, Nutritionists, Kinesiologist's, Veterinarians, Chiropractors, Research Institutes and Acupuncturists.

L.I.F.E is based upon on seventy years of research carried out in the field of biofeedback stress management.

**ADDITIONAL INFORMATION**

Optional, external 24/7/365 HEB (Harmonic Energetic Balancing) Prayer Wheel Program for use with more than one person at a time.

Simple to operate, L.I.F.E System may be used by an operator, whether in your Clinic, Health Club, or at home. The L.I.F.E System operates on any computer running:

- Windows XP or Vista operating systems
- Compatible with Intel Mac (Using Windows)
- Pentium 3 or 4 Processor operating at 2 Ghz (or more)
- Operates on 3 Gigabytes of Ram
- L2 Cache
- Sound Card
- A USB port is essential
- Ample Hard Drive Space

**LIFE SYSTEM COMPONENTS:**

- **Patient Interface:**
  - Head, wrist and ankle harnesses
- **Test Tray:**
  - Top mounted
- **External Inputs:**
  - One for external test kit grids
- **External Outputs:**
  - One for multiple accessories
- **Test Kit:**
  - Integrated homeopathic test matrix
- **Power Output:**
  - Normal body volt/current range
- **Power Input:**
  - Max 250ma at 5V DC
- **Software:**
  - LIFE System Diagnostic and Therapy Program
- **Manufacturer:**
  - Living Information Systems LLC
- **Developer:**
  - Living Information Systems LLC
- **Software Licensor:**
  - Living Information Systems LLC
- **Registered Brokers:**
  - See Web Site www.life-sys.com
- **Life System assessment and feedback capabilities:**
- **Aim:**
  - Facilitate effective stress evaluations
System
Fractal Imagery and Quad-spectrum analysis. Electromagnetic field response to 7000 homeopathic images are measured and scored.

Auto Focus Assessment
The client is challenged with the electromagnetic pattern of each remedy, which in turn suggests the appropriate feedback information.

Interaction Level
All interface is at normal bodily electrical ranges (1.5 V, and micro-amp current) to ensure comfort and safety.

Registrations CE: Conformity to Class 2-A Biofeedback. FDA: Class 2 Biofeedback Registration.

Software and Hardware Features
1. Intuitive Interface makes for easy use
2. No software glitches
3. Complete animal program included
4. Dynamic programming allows for enhanced evaluations and minimal computer system resources used during sessions.
5. Testing of items or compounds are illustrated according to color coding for easy use and understanding. Top three highest reactions and lowest items are emphasized.
6. The lights on the box flash according to the specific signals being delivered. As the signal changes the lights flash accordingly. Specific, real time information collaboration between the box, client and harness.
7. Measures subtle energy responses from the body. Lights immediately illuminate when the head harness makes skin contact and immediately switch off following feedback processes.
8. No program freezes, system lock ups, or control/alt/delete issues (that we are aware of).
9. Premier technology, support backed features.
10. Upgrades: Periodic software upgrades downloadable through the internet.
11. Warranty: Manufacturer warrants against defects for a full year for both hardware and software.

LIFE Hardware Requirements:
Windows XP or Vista Operating System required
PC or Mac Intel
Pentium 3 or 4 Processor operating at 2 Ghz (or more)
3 Gigabytes of RAM
A USB port is essential.
Sound Card
L2 Cache
Ask about our PC Laptop pre-installed package.

Please contact your local distributor to arrange a free no obligation demo of The LIFE System today!